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SOAKING�IT�IN
LOS�ANGELES� JUNE �

Mariah Carey played to her diva 
reputation by stepping into a real 
bubble bath for an interview on  

Jimmy Kimmel Live!.

VISIONS�IN�WHITE
NEW�YORK�CITY� JUNE �

Olivia Palermo and model Olivia Palermo and model 
Chanel Iman attended the Chanel Iman attended the 

opening of the Renaissance opening of the Renaissance 
HotelHotel in Midtown Manhattan. in Midtown Manhattan.

SITTIN’�
PRETTY
Elizabeth Banks 
filmed a new 
commercial for 
Realtor.com, a 
website that o�ers 
helpful home-
buying advice.

A�HOT�MESH
NEW�YORK�CITY� JUNE �

Gwen Stefani showed o� her style 
as she performed with DJ Diplo at 
Samsung’s new flagship location to 
help announce the launch of the 
brand’s summer concert series.
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BBhave been attached at the hip ever have been attached at the hip ever have been attached at the hip ever 

since they fell head over heels for since they fell head over heels for 

each other last fall, but with Gwen each other last fall, but with Gwen 

embarking on her This Is What the Truth embarking on her This Is What the Truth 

Feels Like tour on July 12, their relationship Feels Like tour on July 12, their relationship 

could be put to the test — which is why could be put to the test — which is why 

the “Misery” singer, 46, is begging Blake to the “Misery” singer, 46, is begging Blake to the “Misery” singer, 46, is begging Blake to the “Misery” singer, 46, is begging Blake to 

come with her! “Gwen is worried about the come with her! “Gwen is worried about the 

idea of spending so much time apart,” says idea of spending so much time apart,” says 

a source close to the blonde beauty. “She’s a source close to the blonde beauty. “She’s a source close to the blonde beauty. “She’s 

afraid it’s going to blow up their romance.”afraid it’s going to blow up their romance.”

Post-show cuddle sessions aren’t the Post-show cuddle sessions aren’t the 

only reason Gwen wants to keep Blake, only reason Gwen wants to keep Blake, 

who turned 40 on June 18, close. After who turned 40 on June 18, close. After who turned 40 on June 18, close. After 

her ex Gavin Rossdale cheated on her, it’s her ex Gavin Rossdale cheated on her, it’s 

understandable that Gwen would have understandable that Gwen would have 

“trust issues,” as the source puts it. “She “trust issues,” as the source puts it. “She 

wants to keep an eye on Blake.” And it wants to keep an eye on Blake.” And it 

wouldn’t hurt if she could announce a few wouldn’t hurt if she could announce a few 

guest appearances by the country megastar guest appearances by the country megastar guest appearances by the country megastar guest appearances by the country megastar 

in an e�ort to boost her dismal ticket sales. in an e�ort to boost her dismal ticket sales. 

“At this point in their careers, Blake is “At this point in their careers, Blake is 

bigger than Gwen,” the source explains. bigger than Gwen,” the source explains. 

“The idea that he could show up to perform “The idea that he could show up to perform 

their duet would be very attractive to fans.” their duet would be very attractive to fans.” their duet would be very attractive to fans.” their duet would be very attractive to fans.” 

However, the source says, Blake isn’t However, the source says, Blake isn’t 

totally sold on the idea of following his totally sold on the idea of following his 

girlfriend around the country, especially girlfriend around the country, especially girlfriend around the country, especially girlfriend around the country, especially 

since he’ll be playing a handful of festivals since he’ll be playing a handful of festivals since he’ll be playing a handful of festivals 

this summer. “Blake loves Gwen but doesn’t this summer. “Blake loves Gwen but doesn’t 

want to be her sidekick for two months,” the want to be her sidekick for two months,” the want to be her sidekick for two months,” the 

insider says. Gee, Blake, why don’t you just insider says. Gee, Blake, why don’t you just 

go ahead and break Gwen’s heart!go ahead and break Gwen’s heart!

Gwen  

and Blake “have  

barely spent a day 

apart in eight months,” 

says a source. “She 

doesn’t want that all  

to go away when  

she’s on the  

road.”
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